DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
NOTICE

Admission to vacant seats in M.Sc. Ist Semester Chemistry will be made on 30.7.2010. Candidates who applied for admission and appeared in the entrance test should report in the office of H.O.D. between 9.00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m. The candidates should bring all the original documents alongwith requisite fee for depositing the same on the spot.

Admissions will be made strictly according to the merit and the rules provided in H.B.I. 2010-2011 and Letter No.AC-1X 10506-43 dated 27.7.2010. Total number vacant seats available as on 28.7.10 are as under:-

General Category        =  04
SC Category             =  02
BC-A                    =  02

If any more seats fall vacant by this date, same will also be filled on 30.7.2010.

Head of the Department